an iterative sequence from some special class, for example, for sequences generated by linear functions, [1, 4] . We can also search for a minimal equation for some finite set of iterative sequences. In this case, such an equation does not have to be minimal for each of these sequences, i.e. their orders can be smaller than the order of every equation that they jointly satisfy. The aim is to define some class of functions corresponding to such equations, and next, to elaborate general rules of construction and recognition of its elements. These functions will be referred to as locally reducible functions. They may be characterized as follows: each nonempty set of dependent iterative sequences generated by a locally reducible function can also be generated by a function with a smaller number of arguments, where sequences are called dependent if they become identical after having eventually deleted some finite number of initial elements. Locally reducible functions have never been a subject of separate research, except for the case of binary total locally reducible functions that may be replaced by two binary total functions of smaller order, only (elementary functions - [9] ).
Many properties of the recurrence equations are inherited from equations of smaller order. Locally reducible functions "propagate" these attributes from a lower level onto a higher one. It lets us hope that a close study of such functions makes it possible to establish recurrence dependences -with respect to parameter k -between some classes of recurrence equations. Such a problem has been considered in [6] for functions generating -the well-known and important -de Bruijn sequences (see mainly [2] , also [1, 3, 4] ). In the case of recurrence equations with purely periodic solutions, the locally reducible functions generate sequences with minimal periods, that is, the cycle of each periodic solution of (*) is composed of a number of cycles of sequences generated by some locally reducible function, the same for all solutions of this equation. Such connections have been considered in [8] . But in the general case the problem of the utilization of them is still open.
In this paper we would like to extend some results obtained in [9] , for the binary elementary iterative systems, onto the class of all binary locally reducible iterative systems. But for this purpose we need to use a new method. Its idea lies in a "colouring" of iterative sequences with the one restriction that the dependent sequences have the same colour. This allows to identify each function considered here with some system of linear equations. If such a system of linear equations has a solution of some special form, then the corresponding function is locally reducible. In the case of elementary functions it leads to the criterion obtained in [9] , but there exist binary total locally reducible functions that are not elementary. Then, in irder to decide about the "local reducibility" of such functions we must solve the corresponding system of linear equations in a nonbinary finite field. This is one of the main results of the paper. Changing the interpretation of such a system, that is taking its coefficients as unknowns, and conversely, we can obtain some classes of locally reducible functions as solutions.
The results presented in this paper do not exhaust all problems for this class of recurrence equations. We restrict ourselves to the most general problems connected with a formalization of the notion of locally reducible function and problems of construction as well as recognition of such functions.
Iterative systems
In this paper we shall use standard mathematical notation. In particular: N denotes the set {1,2,...} of all natural numbers, |S|-the cardinality of a set S and, for a given function f, by D f and R f we denote its domain and range, respectively. Moreover, for a constant function f, that is if R f » {a} for some a, we shall write f • a. Now we define a notion of the iterative system, equivalent to the well-known notion of feedback shift register (see for Let us observe, additionally, that an atom of an iterative system need not be its minimal subsystem. For instance, I^,, contains the subsystem where D^ = {0000} and ^>(0000) = 0, which is a minimal subsystem of k 2.5 Proposition. Let <p e 9 . A subsystem of is its atom iff it is a minimal subsystem such that: either \/i = <p or <p restricted to D -D, is also a feedback function.
•
The proof is obvious. It is easy to see that the decomposition of an iterative system into the family of all its atoms is unique. If k > 1 then it may happen that there exists also k-1 f « J such that C_ = C . These observations lead to the following concept. v 3.1. Definition. Let <p « 9 (k>l). The iterative system k-1 is said to be reducible iff there exists £ e 9 such that C =
€
It is obvious that the systems and in the above definition, are different and £ is unique. This unique function £ will be denoted by <p' while <p will be called reducible. Examples of reducible iterative systems may be obtained by using the construction described at the beginning of this section. Similarly, for G £ {0,l} k we define G" = {x*:x e G>. Proof. This proof follows immediately from the definition of reducible iterative systems, if we note that for arbitrary elements x and y of D^, if x" = y", the x = y.
• 3.3. Definition. An iterative system is said to be locally reducible iff each of its atoms is a reducible system. k k By tR we denote the set of all elements of f the iterative systems of which are locally reducible. An example k . of <p e is given in Example 3.8. v 3.4. Definition. Let <p e
. By a partition of we mean each family {I ,...,1 }, m * 0, of its subsystems such that: v 0 *m (a) each of these subsystems is reducible:
The partition {I , ...,I } will be denoted by r l*0 »•>• There exists at least one partition of a locally reducible iterative system; it is formed by the atoms of this system. Generally, we have the following dependence between the atoms of a locally reducible iterative system and arbitrary of its partitions. k 3.5. Proposition. Let <p « !tR . A family of reducible subsystems of forms one of its partitions iff each atom of Ip is a subsystem of some system from this family.
Proof. The sufficiency is immediate. In order to prove the necessity, suppose that there exists an atom I of I , that is r not a subsystem of any system from a partition n-chromatic then n is said to be the chromatic number of I <P while each of the n-element partitions (resolutions) of is said to be its chromatic partition (resolution).
The chromatic number of a locally reducible iterative system characterizes its complexity.
(See Section 5, especially Theorem 5.3.). The unique 1-chromatic locally reducible iterative systems are the reducible systems. Some class of 2-chromatic iterative systems has been defined and examined in [9] . Now we give an example of a 3-chromatic locally reducible iterative system. 
Locally reducible iterative systems with a given resolution
Each locally reducible iterative system is determined by any of its resolutions. Accordingly, we can search for conditions that must be satisfied by each family of iterative systems forming a resolution of such an iterative system.
Using such families of iterative systems we can construct locally reducible iterative systems with given resolutions.
In particular cases such a construction can be easy. It v deals, for example, with the functions <p e U defined in [9] as follows: 
By definition of F we obtain the following equalities:
which imply (a). o 4.6. Example. We shall construct a locally reducible iterative system with a given resolution. For this purpose, 2 let us consider the four functions Çq/Ç^/Çj'^ from y , defined in Table 1 , where the symbol • informs for which arguments these functions are undefined. Since the above functions fulfill the assumptions of X € 0 (*> Theorem 4.1, the corresponding iterative systems form a resolution of some locally reducible iterative system Accomplishing the construction described in the sufficiency proof of that theorem we obtain the functions whose iterative systems form a partition of presented in Table 2 . Then we have f>(x lf x 2 ,x 3 ) = x x , 3 for all x ]L ,x 2 ,x 3 c {0,1} . On the other hand Table 3 defines  the profile of this resolution, while Table 4 Table 3 . Table 4 . Table 5. for instance:
We conclude this example with the note that the above resolution is not chromatic one. The unique chromatic resolution has the total components I and I , defined in Table 5 . Thereby, is 2-chromatic.
Filters of iterative systems
Now we describe a method for recognition of locally reducible iterative systems without the direct examination of the reducibility of atoms. To this purpose, we assume that g is a power of some prime number, i.e. F g = {0,1,...,g-l> is the set of the elements of a finite field. From now on we consider the total feedback functions, only. This is a technical restriction that allows to avoid discussion on most formal details as well as to present the results in a simple form.
Note now, that it is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.5 that In order to analyse filters of an iterative system we must define a way of representation of such functions in the finite fields. We shall use a well-known result of finite field theory that any total function h: F^ > F^ can be represented by a unique polynomial in k variables, of degree at most q-1 in each variable. Accordingly, for an arbitrary partial function h:F_ -• F each q-tuple (h-,...,h ,) of functions0 q-1' such that: h i : D h > F q' for i € {0,1,...,q-l}, and
is said to be a representation of h in the field F . 
